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In what ways have you designed
mentoring relationships in the past?
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Articulate the purpose and goals of the relationship
• What are the mentee’s developmental goals for themselves?

• Consider using “epic” format: As a <type of faculty member>, I want to <do 
something> so that I can <achieve something>.
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Articulate the purpose and goals of the relationship
• What are the mentee’s developmental goals for themselves?

• Consider using “epic” format: As a <type of faculty member>, I want to <do 
something> so that I can <achieve something>.

• What areas of faculty life can/will the mentor advise on (i.e. scope)?
• Examples: teaching, developing research/scholarship, socializing to 

institution/school culture, creating work-life balance, developing a professional 
network, planning career trajectory
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Create a “charter” that answers questions like
• How much time will each participant devote to the relationship?
• When and where will we meet? How often? Who will create the agenda?
• How will we communicate? How regularly?
• What role(s) will the mentor take on?

• Will the mentor observe teaching? read CV or paper drafts? provide sponsorship? 
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• What activities will the mentee take on?
• Defining needs/competency gaps/interests for discussion, creating meeting 

agendas, following up on advice/connections, etc.

• What else?
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• How might designing the mentoring relationship establish a 
solid foundation?

• What other aspects of the relationship might you intentionally
design?

Why Is Designing the Relationship Important?


